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manifolds   -   examples

Lie group

spacetime

Euclidean

2-sphere

meshes

Lie group



manifolds   =   spaces which are locally Euclidean

  (around each point, one can find a neighborhood U that lools like
    a neighborhood V of a Euclidean space)



manifolds   -   applications in ML

data/graph embedding in non-Euclidean spaces

convolutions on manifolds optimization on manifolds

probability densities / normalizing flows
on manifolds



fiber bundles   =   fiber-spaces glued to each point of a manifold (base-space)

frame bundle FM

tangent bundle TM



Outline

Topological manifolds

Smooth manifolds

Riemannian manifolds

Fiber bundles



Topological manifolds

manifolds are in general not globally homeomorphic to          (non-trivial topology)

(one often requires paracompactness or second-countability in addition)



Atlases



topological manifolds allow to study topological invariants 

for everything else, we need to add more structure - smooth structure smooth manifold

- metric structure       Riemannian manifold

- ...



Smooth manifolds



Smooth manifolds

motivation: - we want to differentiate functions                      on the manifold

- define differentiation on       by pulling back functions via chart        to        (where we know how to differentiate)

- need to ensure consistency among charts           charts need to be smoothly compatible

i.e. the transition maps

need to be smooth



Smooth manifolds

we obtain a smooth manifold by adding an atlas with smooth transition maps
(rather: equivalence
 class of smoothly
 compatible atlases)



Differentiable maps

define smooth / differentiable maps between manifolds via smooth charts



Tangent spaces

define tangent spaces as spaces of tangent vectors (“velocities”) of smooth curves



Tangent spaces

define tangent spaces as spaces of tangent vectors (“velocities”) of smooth curves

the (disjoint) union of tangent spaces forms the tangent bundle TM :



Reference frames

the tangent spaces are vector spaces,  however, they come in general not with a canonical reference frame (basis) 

we need to pick some frame to represent tangent vectors numerically -    different choices are possible!

the “set” of all reference frames forms the frame bundle



Reference frames

the tangent spaces are vector spaces,  however, they come in general not with a canonical reference frame (basis) 

we need to pick some frame to represent tangent vectors numerically -    different choices are possible!

the “set” of all reference frames forms the frame bundle

a chart induces a frame field   (but one may choose frame fields independently from charts)



Diffeomorphisms

Diff(M) are the symmetries of a smooth manifold M   -  if we want isometries, we need to add a metric structure



Riemannian manifolds



Riemannian manifolds

Riemannian metric tensor fields endow smooth manifolds with a notion of distance

the metric tensor field      is a smooth assignment of positive definite inner products to the tangent spaces:

norms of tangent vectors are defined as usual:
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Riemannian manifolds

Riemannian metric tensor fields endow smooth manifolds with a notion of distance

the metric tensor field      is a smooth assignment of positive definite inner products to the tangent spaces:

norms of tangent vectors are defined as usual:

lengths of smooth curves                             are defined by integrating their tangent vectors (“velocities”) along

the distance                between two points      and      is the length of the shortest curve between them (geodesic):  



Isometries

isometries are distance preserving maps between Riemannian manifolds

Def: for Riemannian manifolds                  and                , a diffeomorphism                         is an isometry iff:

pushforward / differential of 



Isometries

the symmetries of a Riemannian manifold form its isometry group

isometries are distance preserving maps between Riemannian manifolds

pushforward / differential of 

all metric derived properties (geodesics, curvature, Levi-Civita connection, …)

are preserved by isometries

Def: for Riemannian manifolds                  and                , a diffeomorphism                         is an isometry iff:



Parallel transport

the metric induces a (unique)  Levi-Civita connection   =  “infinitesimal transport”

finite  parallel transporters  along paths       follow by integration

parallel transport is in general  path dependent

transport between mesh faces:   “unfold, shift, fold back”



Curvature

the intrinsic (Riemann) curvature tensor measures the amount of rotation of

a vector when transporting it in an infinitesimal circle

for embedded manifolds, we also have several measures for extrinsic curvature

contracted (“index-averaged”) versions:   Ricci / scalar / Gaussian (2d) curvatures

scalar curvature     – examples:



Curvature

the curvature at a vertex of a 2d-meshes corresponds to its angle defect

flat

curved embedding,
intrinsically flat

intrinsically curved



Riemannian exponential and logarithmic maps

the Riemannian exponential maps         

send vectors                     to points                           by walking

a distance        along the geodesic in direction of

useful for Riemannian gradient descent   (taking gradient vector steps on M)

in general only locally injective,

the inverse is locally given by the Riemannian logarithmic map:



Fiber bundles



Trivial fiber bundles

globally trivial bundles are spaces that can be written as a product:

total
space

base
space fiber

example: example:  cylinder



Trivial fiber bundles

globally trivial bundles are spaces that can be written as a product:

total
space

base
space fiber

example: example:  cylinder

globally trivial bundles are in particular locally trivial  =  trivial over a neighborhood                !



Fiber bundles - idea

globally trivial bundles are spaces that can be written as a product:

total
space

base
space fiber

example:  Möbius strip:

globally trivial bundles are in particular locally trivial  =  trivial over a neighborhood                !

general fiber bundles are locally trivializable, but not necessarily global products

base space

fiber

total space



Fiber bundles

fiber bundles are structures consisting of...

such that around every               there exists a trivializing neighborhood

and a homeomorphism (local trivialization)                                           satisfying

… topological spaces         (total space),           (base space)      and      (fiber)

… a continuous, surjective bundle projection map



the global topological structure is recovered from an atlas of local trivializations

by gluing the trivializations together with transition maps

Fiber bundles – glued from local trivializations



the global topological structure is recovered from an atlas of local trivializations

by gluing the trivializations together with transition maps

Fiber bundles – glued from local trivializations

defining the structure group G of the bundle



Tangent bundle

the tangent spaces of a smooth manifold form the tangent bundle

with total space                                 ,     fiber                        and projection map

   sending                     to 

local trivializations        identify tangent spaces over        with inducing reference frames on

transition maps                           glue the fibers        over                   via structure group elements

linearly!



Reduction of the structure group

additional structure on M allows to restrict to a G-atlas of trivializations with a reduced structure group G :



additional structure on M allows to restrict to a G-atlas of trivializations with a reduced structure group G :

topological obstructions may prevent the existence of a G-structure on a manifold

example: the Klein bottle is

non-orientable

Reduction of the structure group



Frame bundle

the frame bundle                                               is the bundle consisting of all reference frames of all tangent spaces

G-structures correspond to sub-bundles of frames with fiber 

its fiber is the general linear group, i.e.

they are in 1-to-1 relation with G-atlases of TM



G-structures

G-structures correspond to sub-bundles of frames with fiber 



Principal bundles

bundles      with fibers                        homeomorphic to a group are called principal bundles (additional requirement: the trivializations
 need to be right G-equivariant maps)

frame bundles and G-structures are principal bundles

given a group       and subgroup              , then...

…                            is a principal    -bundle

… the quotient space           is a homogeneous     -space with stabilizer subgroups                            at all

examples:



Associated G-bundles

two bundles                        and                        are said to be associated G-bundles if …

… their base space and structure group G coincide and …

… their transition maps agree in the sense that

intuitively, they are glued together in the same way

example:

    all of the following bundles are G-associated, i.e. their trivializations (tensor coefficients) transform in the same way

- tangent bundle

- cotangent bundle

- general tensor bundles

- frame bundle

    they have the same base space, but different fibers and G-actions



Bundle sections

bundle sections formalize fields over the base space     -     e.g. tangent vector fields for the tangent bundle

examples on trivial bundles: is equivalent to

is equivalent to



Bundle sections

bundle sections formalize fields over the base space     -     e.g. tangent vector fields for the tangent bundle

examples on trivial bundles: is equivalent to

is equivalent to

non-trivial bundles don’t allow for a canonical identification of the fiber            functions                        don’t make sense

bundle sections (fields) are defined as maps

continuous sections may not exist, depending on the bundle
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